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Council Report 

Pascal Loose – Deputy President (Education) 

SACAs 

We are in the final stages of organising the SACAs, the nominees and the winners have been selected before 

the Easter break. The Representation and Education team has been busy packing up and delivering the 

SACAs mug. 

PG Representation 

I’ve attended the Medicine AWO’s Medicine Student Representative Forum, which brought together several 

PG reps of the Medicine department. The discussion highlighted many areas that the Medicine PG students 

would like to see fixed and I’m planning on meeting with PG reps of other departments to discuss their experi-

ence. 

Education Day 

On 11 March I was invited to attend and participate at the Education Day, themed “Students as Partners”. It 

involved discussions about the College collaborating with students regarding feedback, supervision and 

course design. 

Trustee Away Day 

I attended the annual Trustee Away Day on 31 March where we reflected on our year as Officer Trustees and 

started the discussion about the Union’s next strategy. 

Mums and Dads 

We are currently reflecting and reassessing the Mums and Dads scheme, identifying it’s aim and how we are 

going to manage it next year. I’ll be meeting with the Sys Admins Phil Kent and Thomas Lim soon to discuss 

the continuation of the Mums and Dads matching system. We’ll also be meeting with the Dep Socs to discuss 

their involvement in the scheme. 

College Strategy Response 

I was involved in writing a response to the College Strategy draft. 

Mech Eng and Computers 

The DPW and I met with two Mechanical Engineering students who raised some concerns regarding the lack 

of computers within the Mechanical Engineering department. Together with the students we met with Phil 

Power and Richard Martin from the faculty of engineering where discussed the work that is currently undertak-

en regarding this issue. 

Cyber Security Campaign 

The Representations and Campaigns Coordinator and I reviewed with a couple of students the College’s 

Cyber Security Campaign. The aim of the campaign is to raise awareness on cyber crime and how to prevent 

it. 


